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ABSTRACT
We describe Curves+, a new nucleic acid confor-
mational analysis program which is applicable to a
wide range of nucleic acid structures, including
those with up to four strands and with either canon-
ical or modified bases and backbones. The program
is algorithmically simpler and computationally
much faster than the earlier Curves approach,
although it still provides both helical and backbone
parameters, including a curvilinear axis and param-
eters relating the position of the bases to this axis.
It additionally provides a full analysis of groove
widths and depths. Curves+ can also be used to
analyse molecular dynamics trajectories. With the
help of the accompanying program Canal, it is
possible to produce a variety of graphical out-
put including parameter variations along a
given structure and time series or histograms of
parameter variations during dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Analysing the conformation of nucleic acids has evolved
considerably since its beginnings almost 60 years ago.
Following Watson and Crick’s double-stranded model
(1), based on the ﬁbre diﬀraction patterns of Franklin,
the following decade saw a ﬂurry of DNA and RNA
ﬁbre studies and the deﬁnition of new DNA conforma-
tional families beyond the canonical A and B forms
(C, D, alternating, etc.) (2–6). All these conformations
were derived from the limited data obtainable from
ﬁbres and consequently they could not resolve ﬁne struc-
tural details. Helical regularity was therefore imposed on
the structures, initially with a single nucleotide pair as
the repeating symmetry unit, and later with dinucleotide
repeats, as in ‘alternating’ DNA. In helically regular struc-
tures, it is easy to locate the helical axis by deﬁning vectors
between symmetry equivalent pairs of atoms. If these vec-
tors are brought to a common origin, their tips lie in a
plane and form a circle. The helical axis of the molecule is
perpendicular to this plane and passes through the middle
of the circle (7). Starting from this point, it is natural
to describe the overall conformation in terms of helical
parameters, such as the pitch and diameter of the helix,
the rise and twist between successive base pairs and the
displacement or inclination of the base pairs from the axis.
Supplemented by the calculation of the dihedral angles
along the phosphodiester backbone and a pseudorota-
tional description of the sugar ring conformation, it pro-
vided a satisfactory way of classifying and comparing
regular nucleic acids (6).
The arrival of the ﬁrst crystal structure of a DNA oli-
gomer in 1981, the so-called Drew–Dickerson dodecamer
(8), revealed a new level of conformational detail and
showed that both the base sequence and external factors,
including crystal packing and drug or protein binding,
could lead to signiﬁcant departures from helical symme-
try. The accumulation of single crystal structures also
coincided with an increasing number of attempts to sim-
ulate the thermal ﬂuctuations of nucleic acids using molec-
ular dynamics. This inﬂux of data clearly required more
reﬁned conformational analysis (9). This need was behind
the organization of an EMBO workshop in Cambridge in
1988 which brought together many of the crystallogra-
phers and modellers interested in structural analysis.
The meeting brought to light many of the limitations
and inconsistencies in existing analysis methods and set
about deﬁning which parameters could be useful in
describing helical nucleic acids. In contrast to earlier
work, where parameters had been deﬁned as and when
the need arose, the Cambridge meeting proposed geomet-
rically complete sets of parameters for describing the
relative position of bases and base pairs and their
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of necessary criteria were also set out, such as obtaining
identical parameters independently of the direction in
which a nucleic acid fragment was analysed (with the
exception of changes in sign). The results of this meeting
laid the foundations for detailed conformational analysis,
at least in terms of parameter names and sign conventions;
however it did not deﬁne how these parameters were to be
calculated.
At the time of the Cambridge conventions, a number of
groups proposed diﬀerent analysis approaches (11), but
there was no general agreement on how to carry out the
calculations. Two principal problems existed. First, what
reference systems should be used for obtaining param-
eters. The choice could be based on speciﬁc atoms
within the DNA bases or base pairs or reference systems
deﬁned in some way with respect to chosen atoms.
Although early approaches favoured base pairs, the irre-
gularities seen in high-resolution crystal structures made a
system based on individual bases preferable. Since all
parameters depend to varying extents on the choice of
reference system (12), it was important to come to an
agreement on how to deﬁne these systems. This was ﬁnally
achieved at a meeting in Tsukuba in 1999 involving many
of the participants of the earlier Cambridge meeting.
The corresponding conventions were subsequently pub-
lished (13).
A second major problem was associated with the fact
that a number of DNA oligomers, including the Drew–
Dickerson dodecamer, clearly did not have straight helical
axes. This problem could be dealt with in a number of
ways. The earliest method was to visually deﬁne ‘straight’
segments within the oligomer and to calculate the best
possible straight helical axes for these segments [using an
extension of the Rosenberg–Rich technique described
above (7), where the tips of the vectors now form an ellip-
soidal cloud rather than a circle, and an eigenvalue
approach is used to ﬁnd the shortest axis of the ellipsoid
and thus the closest ﬁt to a helical axis]. This method
however involves a subjective choice of segments and is
not easily applicable to more strongly curved oligomers.
An alternative was to abandon the notion of a helical
axis and to describe the overall structure in terms of
parameters linking successive base pairs. This is the
approach adopted by 3DNA (14,15), which is now one
of the commonly used analysis programs. While this
choice makes it possible to have a complete conforma-
tional description of a nucleic acid fragment it has some
drawbacks. In particular, by dropping the notion of a
global (continuous) helical axis it is not well adapted to
deﬁning curvature. It also lacks the notion of base pair
positioning with respect to the axis, which most directly
characterises the diﬀerence between the A- and B-families
of DNA (although there are other less direct ways of char-
acterising these families). We recall that while rise and twist
belong to the set of six parameters relating one base pair
position to another, these values are not the same as helical
rise and twist unless the base pair reference systems coin-
cide with the overall helical axis of the molecule (16).
The ﬁnal approach was to try an extend the notion
of a helical axis to curved structures. This was the idea
behind the original Curves analysis program (16,17),
which has also been widely used for nucleic acid analysis.
Curves deﬁned a curvilinear helical axis using a least-
squares function that distributed conformational irregula-
rities between the positioning of successive bases with
respect to local helical axis segments and the positioning
of the local axis segments with respect to one another.
The local axis positions and orientations were determined
by minimising the least-squares function, which was
equivalent to distributing the conformational irregularities
in a balanced fashion. Conserving the notion of an axis
had the advantage of making the deﬁnition of curvature
straightforward and also maintained the link with earlier
descriptions of DNA ﬁbres and the notions of macro-
scopic helical parameters. It had the disadvantage of creat-
ing confusion between parameters deﬁned between
successive base pairs (which we termed ‘local’ parameters)
and the equivalent parameter deﬁned via the helical axis
(which we termed ‘global’ parameters).
Over the last decade, a number of developments have
considerably changed the nucleic acid ﬁeld and have made
it worth revisiting the question of conformational analysis.
First, the accumulation of crystal and NMR structures
of DNA and RNA have made it clear that major defor-
mations within helical segments are very common. This
is particularly the case in protein–nucleic acid complexes,
and not only in binary complexes, but also in large assem-
blies such as the nucleosome (18), and RecA/DNA ﬁla-
ments (19). Extreme deformations have also been induced
within single nucleic acid molecules by externally applied
forces and torques, leading to new conformational
families such as S- (20,21) and P-DNA (22). In parallel,
algorithmic and computational developments have
made molecular dynamics simulations of nucleic acids
more reliable and have greatly extended their applicability
in terms of the size of systems which can be studied
(for example, DNA minicircles or nucleosome core
particles), as well as the range of base sequences and
the time scales investigated. This work has led to an
unprecedented mass of data on conformational dynamics
(23,24). Lastly, a wide variety of chemically modiﬁed
nucleic acids have been synthesised and studied, notably
because DNA and RNA are increasingly interesting ther-
apeutic targets.
In the light of these developments, we have taken a
fresh look at what a nucleic acid conformational analysis
technique should provide and we would like to propose a
new version of the Curves algorithm. Curves+ attempts
to extend the applicability and ease of use of the old pro-
gram and, at the same time, overcomes diﬃculties brought
up by users over the last 20 years. The new program is
both much faster and more ﬂexible than the old one, while
being algorithmically more straightforward. Importantly,
it avoids the confusion between local and global helical
parameters, while conserving the notion of a helical axis
and the advantages that come from this choice. It respects
both the Cambridge and Tsukuba conventions and pro-
vides a full set of helical and backbone parameters. It
also revisits the question of groove geometry and proposes
new deﬁnitions of width and depth. Lastly, it is adapted
to directly analysing the data from molecular dynamics
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new analysis, we illustrate its application to a variety of
static and dynamic nucleic acid conformations and discuss
the use of the resulting parameters.
METHODOLOGY
Base reference system
The choice of base reference system is that established at
the Tsukuba meeting (13). See the work of Lu and Olson
(25) for a full discussion of the inﬂuence of such a choice.
The graphical position of this reference system with
respect to standard purines and pyrimidines can be
found in the Tsukuba reference. In order to avoid
having to give the reference system in Cartesian coordi-
nates for each standard base, we calculate it using chosen
base atoms. These are C1’, N1(Y)/N9(R) and C2(Y)/
C4(R) in standard bases (where Y is a pyrimidine and R
is a purine). Users can change these atoms to deal with
non-standard cases. For example to deal with the RNA
base pseudouridine which is linked to the phosphodiester
backbone through C5, the equivalent atoms would be C1’,
C5 and C4. For completeness, we provide our construc-
tion method: this involves the atoms forming the glycosi-
dic bond between each base and the sugar-phosphate
backbone, N1–C1’ for pyrimidines and N9–C1’ for pur-
ines and the normal to the mean plane of the base (termed
bN below). The direction of the normal is given by the
cross product (N1–C1’)   (N1–C2) for pyrimidines and
(N9–C1’) (N9–C4) for purines. The base reference point
(termed bR below) is obtained by rotating a vector of
length d (initially aligned with the N–C1’ direction) clock-
wise by an angle  1 around the normal vector passing
through the N atom. The next vector of the reference
system, pointing towards the phosphodiester backbone
joined to the base (termed bL below) is obtained by a
similar rotation, but using a unit vector and the angle
 2. The last vector of the reference system, pointing into
the major groove, bD, is obtained from the cross product
bL bN. For the Tsukuba convention,  1=141.478,
 2= 54.418 and d=4.702A ˚ . The former Curves pro-
gram used values of 132.198,  54.518 and 4.503A ˚ , respec-
tively. The major impact of this change is a movement of
the base reference point towards the major groove, which
means that Xdisp values (measuring the displacement of
bases or base pairs along the pseudodyad with respect to
the helical axis) become more positive by 0.77A ˚ with the
new reference system. There is also a change in slide,
which is more positive by 0.47A ˚ with the new reference.
For comparisons with earlier results, Curves+ allows the
user to optionally select the old reference system.
Since low resolution structures, and also snapshots from
MD trajectories, may contain deformed bases, it is advis-
able to start by least-squares ﬁtting (26) a standard base
geometry to the atoms in the input structure before
deﬁning the base reference system. Curves+ provides
the standard geometries for a number of DNA and
RNA bases in a data ﬁle (standard_b.lib) that can be
modiﬁed and extended by the user. Only ring atoms
(plus the bound C1’) need to be deﬁned in each case.
Using this data, Curves+ will automatically perform
least-squares ﬁts to the input data, but this ﬁtting can be
prevented by the user if desired.
Intra-base pair parameters
The intra-base pair parameters comprise three transla-
tions, shear, stretch and stagger, and three rotations,
buckle, propeller and opening. Following the Tsukuba
convention, zero values of these parameters describe
canonical Watson–Crick base pairs and non-zero values
describe deformations with respect to the short axis of the
base pairs, their long axis and their normal respectively
(see Supplementary Figure S1). The parameters are calcu-
lated by determining the rigid-body transformation that
maps one base reference system onto the other. For
the discussion of similar approaches and the underlying
mathematics see refs (27–29). However, to account for the
pseudodyadic symmetry of Watson–Crick base pairs
(involving a 1808 rotation around the pseudodyad vector
aligned with the short axis of the base pairs and pointing
into the DNA grooves), the reference system of the second
base is ﬁrst transformed by inverting the bL and bN vectors
before the rigid-body transformation is calculated. In the
case of reverse Watson–Crick pairs, the pseudodyad axis
corresponds to the base pair normal and the inversion
consequently involves the bD and bL vectors.
The rigid-body transformation between the bases of the
base pair is deﬁned such that it moves the ﬁrst base refer-
ence system b1 onto the second (dyad inverted) system b2
via a translation vector  A=b2R   b1R combined with a
rotation through an angle yA around a unit axis vector
UA. It is convenient to express these vectors with respect to
components in a mean reference system B associated with
the base pair (denoted by the orthogonal vectors BL, BD,
BN and the point BR). To do this as symmetrically as
possible, we choose an average frame that is obtained by
rotation and translation of the ﬁrst base reference system,
but now through the half angle yA/2, about the same axis
vector UA, and with the half translation  A/2.
We need to be able to extract the unit rotation axis
vector UA and angle yA from knowledge of the two
frames b1 and b2 and, conversely, be able to reconstruct
one frame from the other given the rotation axis and
rotation angle.
With the convention that b1 and b2 are matrices whose
rows are the laboratory frame components of the vectors
(bD, bL, bN), a rotation matrix Q satisfying b2 = b1 Q can
be computed from the two frames as Q=b1
Tb2.A sQ is
itself a proper 3x3 rotation matrix (see Supplementary
Material) it has three eigenvalues [(1, exp(iyA),
exp( iyA)]. As the trace of a matrix equals the sum of
its eigenvalues, the value of the rotation angle yA can be
calculated from the formula:
Cos yA¼½ traceðQÞ 1 =2
which yields a unique value for yA in the interval [0,p]
radians. The matrix Q is only symmetric in the two
extreme cases of yA=0 and yA=p when its eigenvalues
are all real. In the non-symmetric cases, an explicit
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with the eigenvalue 1:
w1¼ q23   q32 w2¼ q31 q13 w3¼ q12 q21
This formula follows from the fact that w is an eigenvector
with eigenvalue 1 of both Q and Q
 1=Q
T, and so w is
in the nullspace of the skew-symmetric matrix Q
T Q,
which is one dimensional and spanned by the given
vector. By deﬁnition, we take the unit rotation axis
vector UA=w/|w|. This formula gives the components
of UA in the ﬁxed laboratory frame. The sign convention
in our deﬁnition of w corresponds to Q being a positive
rotation about the direction UA (according to the right
hand rule) through the angle yA. See Supplementary
Material for the converse operation, generating Q from
UA and yA, and for a discussion of special cases of yA.
Using the unit rotation axis vector UA and mid-frame B,
we can now deﬁne our six intra-bp parameters. We can
encode the magnitude of the rotation by considering the
vector yA UA (where Curves+ by default measures yA in
degrees). Then buckle, propeller and opening are deﬁned
as the three components of yA UA in the mid-frame:
buckle ¼ yAUA:BD propeller ¼ yAUA:BL
opening ¼ yAUA:BN
In fact, because UA is the rotation axis vector, its com-
ponents in all three of the frames b1, b2 and B are
identical, that is, BUA=b1UA=b2UA so that the mid-
frame is not essential for these deﬁnitions. Nevertheless,
because the deﬁnitions are in fact mid-frame components
they have particularly simple symmetry properties (see
below). Similarly, the three translational parameters
shear, stretch and stagger are B  A, or explicitly:
shear ¼ð b2R b1RÞ:BD stretch ¼ð b2R b1RÞ:BL
stagger ¼ð b2R b1RÞ:BN
It should be noted that if a base pair MN is analysed from
M to N or from N to M (for example, by inverting
an entire oligomer before analysis), we will obtain the
inverse rigid body transformation, but, because of the
deﬁnition in terms of components in the mid-frame,
the absolute magnitudes for the translational and rota-
tional parameters will be unchanged. However, because
of the dyad inversion of the reference systems there will
be sign changes in parameters aﬀected by the inversion.
Speciﬁcally, for Watson–Crick base pairs, inverting the
analysis direction will change the signs of shear and
buckle.
We caution the reader that in this approach the three
rotational parameters, buckle, propeller and opening
are components of a vector in a particular frame, and in
general, because ﬁnite rotations do not commute, this does
not correspond to applying successive rotations about the
three base vectors in the frame, as in some choices of sets
of Euler angles. However, as discussed by Mazur and
Jernigan (28), if two parameters are small compared to
the third then the error in interpreting the rotational
parameters as angles will be small.
Inter-base pair parameters
The inter-base pair parameters comprise three transla-
tions, shift, slide and rise, and three rotations, tilt, roll
and twist. These parameters describe the relative position
of two successive base pairs with respect to their short
axes, their long axes and their normals.
This requires deﬁning reference frames for the two base
pairs. Each base pair frame is taken to be the mid-frame,
as introduced in the previous section, between the two
base reference frames. In order to compute inter-base
pair parameters (also termed base pair junction param-
eters) we begin by calculating, as before, the rotation
axis corresponding to the transformation between two
successive base pair frames. This yields a vector UE,
which, when associated with a rotation yE and a transla-
tion  E, takes us from the ﬁrst base pair reference system
to the second. We can again generate a mid-frame refer-
ence system between the two base pairs using Rodrigues’
formula with a half-rotation yE/2 and a half-translation
 E/2. As before (see previous sub-section) the translational
parameters, shift, slide and rise are the components of the
translation vector between the reference points of the base
pair frames with respect to the mid-frame and the rota-
tional parameters, tilt, roll and twist are the components
of the rotation yE in the same reference system.
Note that, as for the intra-base pair parameters, chang-
ing the direction of analysis (for example by inverting an
entire oligomer before analysis) modiﬁes the base frames,
the base pair frames and the mid-frame. As for the intra-
bp parameters, this has no inﬂuence on the magnitudes of
the inter-base pair parameters, but, will change the signs
of shift and tilt.
Defining the helical axis
The overall helical axis of a nucleic acid fragment is
deﬁned very simply on the basis of the screw axes which
link symmetry equivalent base reference systems. In the
simple case of a standard double helix, where all the
nucleotides in a given strand are expected to be equivalent,
we calculate the screw axes for each successive pair of base
reference systems. These axes are the local ‘helical’ axes
for the each pair of nucleotides. They are calculated using
the standard base reference frames b1 and b2 along a given
strand, with origins b1R and b2R, where the indices 1 and
2 now indicate symmetry equivalent nucleotides along a
chosen strand. The screw axis is deﬁned by a unit vector
which is tangent to a line plus a point on the line. For any
two frames we have the displacement between the origins v
=b 1R   b2R, a unit vector in the direction of the rotation
axis U and the rotation angle y. U and y are calculated as
discussed above. Then the tangent to the helical axis is
simply U and elementary geometry in the plane perpen-
dicular to U shows that a point p on the helical axis can be
calculated by the formula
p ¼ð b1R þ b2RÞ=2 þð U dÞ=tanðy=2Þ
where d=[v –( v. U)U]/2, that is, half of the projection of
v perpendicular to U.
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ated them. For each base, we generate a new point on
U by sliding the point p along U until it satisﬁes the
criteria (bR p). U=0.
Having treated each strand in this way, the terminal
base pairs (or levels for more than two strands) will be
associated with U vectors from each strand and the other
base pairs with U vectors from each strand and from the
screw vectors involving the bases preceding and following
the chosen base pair (or base level). These vectors and
the points through which they pass are then averaged
to yield a single local axis per base pair (or level) UH,
passing through point PH, which again obeys the criteria
(BR   P). UH=0. Finally, these axes are smoothed using
a polynomial weighting function.
In the case of a regular helical conformation, this
procedure ﬁnds the true helical axis. In deformed confor-
mations, it generates a smooth curve which is close to the
mean screw transformations between successive levels.
The procedure described can be applied to any number
of strands and can also be used for any chosen symmetry
repeat (for example, in Z-DNA a dinucleotide repeat is
appropriate). Although this way of generating an overall
helical axis is very diﬀerent from the least-squares function
used in the old version of Curves, the results are very
similar as we will illustrate in the results section.
Base pair-axis parameters
Once the helical axis UH at a given base pair level is
determined, it is necessary to generate a helical reference
system in order to calculate base pair-axis parameters.
This is done by generating a pseudodyad vector UD, per-
pendicular to UH and lying on the plane deﬁned by UH
and the BD vector of the corresponding base pair. The
ﬁnal vector UL is obtained from the cross product
UH UD. We can now calculate the base pair-axis param-
eters with the same rigid-body transformation procedure
used above for the intra- and inter-base pair parameters.
Note that since BR   PH is set perpendicular to UH and
that BD is in the plane formed by UH and UD, there are
only four base pair-axis parameters, the translations Xdisp
(the movement of the bases towards the grooves) and
Ydisp (movement perpendicular to the grooves), and the
rotations Inclination (around the short axis of the base
pairs) and Tip (around the long axis of the base pairs).
Once again, due to the pseudodyad symmetry of the base
pairs, changing the direction of analysis will leave the
magnitude of these parameters unchanged, but will
change the signs of Ydisp and Tip.
Backbone parameters
Backbone parameters comprise the single bond torsions
along the phosphodiester chain and the conformation
of the sugar ring. In a conventional DNA strand, the
backbone segment associated with each nucleotide
(in the 50!30 direction) is described by the torsions a
(030-P-O50-C50), b (P-O50-C50-C40), g (O50-C50-C40-C30), d
(C50-C40-C30-O30), e (C40-C30-O30-P) and z (C30-O30-P-
O50), to which we must add the glycosidic angle w (O40-
C10-N1-C2 for pyrimidines and O40-C10-N9-C4 for
purines) joining the sugar to the base and the ribose OH
torsion (C10-C20-O20-H20) in the case of RNA.
We remark that calculating averages and standard
deviations of angular variables is not trivial, unless they
cover restricted angular ranges. There is also no simple
deﬁnition of maximal and minimal values. This problem
occurs in many branches of science with broadly distrib-
uted angular variables, for example, in analysing wind
directions (30). While angular helical variables generally
lie within limited ranges, backbone dihedrals can easily
span the full range of 3608. In this case, maximal and
minimal values in the Curves+ analysis are replaced
with the parameter ‘range’ and angular averages and stan-
dard deviations are calculated using a vectorial approach.
Range is deﬁned as the number of 18 bins visited by a
given variable in the interval 0–3608. This gives a good
idea of the angular spread of variables. Note that when
analysing molecular dynamics trajectories, this value may
increase with sampling, giving an indication that more
sampling probably needs to be done. However, the details
of the angular distribution can be checked using the his-
togram output option of the supplementary program
Canal (see below). For averages, angles are added as vec-
tors in 2D space (with an angle y having components
x=Cos y and y=Sin y). The result is converted to a
unit vector, whose X and Y components yield the average.
Other approaches require assuming that the angles obey a
presupposed type of distribution. We have checked our
values against one such model (31), and found negligible
diﬀerences for standard deviations up to roughly 208.
Larger values diﬀer more signiﬁcantly (5–108), but in
these cases it is the qualitative result that the variables
in question ﬂuctuate very strongly that is the most
important.
The sugar ring is usefully described using pseudorota-
tion parameters. Although strictly speaking there are four
pseudorotation parameters for a ﬁve-membered ring (32),
only two of these, the so-called phase (Pha) and amplitude
(Amp), are generally useful. While the amplitude describes
the degree of ring puckering, the phase describes which
atoms are most displaced from the mean ring plane. We
calculate these parameters using the formulae given below
(33), which have the advantage of treating the ring dihe-
drals  1 (C10-C20-C30-C40)t o 5 (O40-C10-C20-C30)i na n
equivalent manner. In this approach:
Amp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2 þ b2 ðÞ
p
Pha ¼ Cos 1ða=AmpÞ
where a ¼ 0:4
P5
i¼1 viCos ½0:8 ði ¼ 1Þ  and b= 0.4 P5
i¼1 viSin ½0:8 ði   1Þ  note, if Sin 1ðb=AmpÞ < 0 then
Pha ¼ 2    Cos 1ða=AmpÞ.
Conventionally, sugar ring puckers are divided into 10
families described by the atom which is most displaced
from the mean ring plane (C10,C 2 0,C 3 0,C 4 0 or O40) and
the direction of this displacement (endo for displacements
on the side of the C50 atom and exo for displacements on
the other side). These pucker families can be easily calcu-
lated from the phase angle and are also output by the
Curves+ program.
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backbone parameters are not hard-wired into the pro-
gram, but are contained in a data ﬁle (standard_s.lib)
which can be modiﬁed or extended by this user. This
makes it easy to analyse chemically modiﬁed backbones
such as those, for example, in PNA (34).
Groove parameters
In order to analyse groove widths and depths, we begin by
building cubic spline curves along each backbone passing
through the phosphorus atoms Pi and tangential to vec-
tors deﬁned as Pi 1   Pi+1. Vectors on the terminal phos-
phates, P1 and PN, are obtained by applying the
appropriate helical twist rotations to the P2 and PN 1
vectors. Note that Curves+ will not read phosphates (P0
and PN+1 in our notation) ‘outside’ the bases being
analysed, whether or not they exist in the input data.
We next calculate the distances between two sets of
points uniformly spaced along each backbone. These
points divide each backbone into a chosen, and
common, number of intervals. This yields a two-dimen-
sional distance matrix such as that illustrated in Figure 1
(for the B-DNA dodecamer, pdb code 1bna, discussed in
the Results section). The trailing diagonal, TD, of this
matrix (vertical and central in Figure 1) corresponds to
the distance between points which are equal (fractional)
distances along each backbone. The general form of the
3D surface representing this matrix looks like a manta ray,
with its raised backbone along TD and its wing tips swept
upward at the limits of the leading diagonal. The valleys
on either side of TD represent minimal distances between
the backbones as we move along the nucleic acid fragment
and are a natural way to deﬁne groove widths. In the
ﬁgure, the minor groove falls on the left of TD and the
major groove on the right. We ﬁnd the groove widths by
moving along TD and searching for minimal distances
along the directions perpendicular to this diagonal. Note
that we are only interested in the minima closest to TD,
since in distorted or irregular structures secondary minima
can occur further from the diagonal. Note also that the
valleys deﬁning the grooves cannot extend to the ends of
the nucleic acid fragment since they are displaced from
TD. In the case of extremely deformed structures, one or
both grooves may temporarily disappear in some regions
ﬂanking TD because the corresponding valleys cease to
exist. (This is more common for the broad major groove
than for the narrower minor groove.)
Having deﬁned a groove width by a minimal distance at
some point along the nucleic acid fragment, we have to
calculate the corresponding groove depth. At a base pair
level, this is deﬁned as the distance from the centre of
the backbone-to-backbone width vector to the mid-point
of a vector deﬁning the corresponding base pair. This
vector is constructed using the C8 atom of purines and
the C6 atom of pyrimidines (these atoms are placed in a
speciﬁc position in the library ﬁle entries used by
Curves+, namely, after the three atoms used to deﬁne
the reference frames and consequently, appropriate
atoms can be chosen when building the library entries
for non-standard base pairs). For groove depths half-
way between base pair levels, we use the average of the
corresponding base pair vector mid-points. Note that this
Figure 1. Two-dimensional surface representing the distance (vertical axis, in A ˚ ) between points along the backbones of a double-stranded B-DNA
oligomer. The groove widths appear as the valleys (marked by red arrows) on either side of the diagonal (in the centre of the ﬁgure). Points which are
the same distance along each backbone yield vectors roughly perpendicular to the helical axis of the oligomer. Moving further up the axis pointing
left (50!30 backbone) rotates the vectors until they span the minor groove, while moving up the axis pointing right (30!50 backbone) leads to
spanning the major groove. The surface colour shows variations in inter-backbone distance, from 9A ˚ (dark blue) to 38A ˚ (dark red). The largest
distances naturally occur for vectors which link the two 3’-ends (left-hand corner) or the two 50-ends (right-hand corner) of the backbones.
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reverse Hoogsteen base pairs.
Lastly, to take account of the van der Waals surfaces of
the atoms constituting the phosphodiester backbone and
the bases, we subtract ﬁxed values from the calculated
groove widths and depths. The default values used in
Curves+ are 2.9A ˚ for each backbone (that is, subtracting
5.8A ˚ from the groove width) and 3.5A ˚ for the half-width
of the base pairs. These values are good approximations,
but the user is free to modify them, including the option of
setting them to zero.
Non-standard structures
So far we have generally described the analysis of a
conventional double-helix, however the same approach
can be applied to single-stranded structures and also to
3- or 4-stranded nucleic acids. For single-stranded struc-
tures, it is naturally impossible to calculate parameters
related to base pairs or helical grooves. In 3- or 4-stranded
structures, intra-base pair parameters are calculated
between the ﬁrst strand and all other strands, whereas
inter-base pair and base pair-axis parameters are only cal-
culated for the ﬁrst two strands. In general, the remaining
parameters are not helpful in understanding a structure,
but they can be obtained if necessary by changing the
strand order used for the analysis. All strands are however
used in deﬁning the overall helical axis. Grooves are also
analysed between all pairs of adjacent strands. Once again,
data on ‘virtual’ grooves between non-adjacent strands
can be obtained by an appropriate analysis. For example,
in a triple helix, the dimensions of the major groove of
the Watson–Crick base pairs, which is occupied by the
Hoogsteen or reverse-Hoogsteen third strand, can be
obtained by repeating the analysis with only the Watson
and Crick strands.
Beyond changes in the number of strands, Curves+ can
also deal with missing bases (abasic nucleotides), missing
nucleotides (strand gaps or bulges) and unpaired terminal
nucleotides. Lastly, due to increasing interest in minicir-
cles (35–39), these structures can also be fully analysed
taking the ring-closure of the strands into account. This
yields a circular, closed helical axis and uninterrupted
backbone, helical and groove parameters.
Analysing MD trajectories with Canal
Since MD trajectories now typically produce tens of thou-
sands of conformational snapshots it is necessary to be
able to analyse such large datasets quickly. Curves+ can
read MD trajectory ﬁles directly without the need for
creating PDB format ﬁles. It currently deals with
AMBER format trajectory ﬁles. It could be adapted to
other formats, but it is also relatively easy to modify tra-
jectory ﬁles to the AMBER format (see, for example,
Simulaid by M. Mezei http://atlas.physbio.mssm.edu/
 mezei/simulaid/or CatDCD by J. Gullingsrud http://
www.ks.uiuc.edu/Development/MDTools/catdcd/).
Curves+ can be used to pick out and analyse a single
snapshot or to analyse snapshots at chosen time intervals
for the whole trajectory or extract information on a given
sequence fragment from an ensemble of trajectories.
The present version of Curves+ can analyse roughly
100 conformational snapshots of a 20-bp double-stranded
DNA oligomer per second on a 2.5GHz processor. When
multiple snapshots are treated, printed output is sup-
pressed and the program creates an unformatted ﬁle
which can be treated with a supplementary program
named Canal (Curves+ analysis). This program calculates
the maxima, minima, mean and standard deviations of
any chosen conformational parameters which are output
in a list ﬁle. It can also generate time series and histograms
which are output in ﬂat ﬁles that can be used for pro-
ducing graphics and will optionally calculate linear corre-
lation coeﬃcients between all helical, backbone and
groove parameters, which can again be output in ﬁles
for checking correlations graphically. The simple format
of all ﬁles output by Canal makes them useable in any
common graphic program. We have used both Gnuplot
and MatLab (Mathworks Inc.) in preparing the illustra-
tions of Canal data for this article. Canal can lastly be
applied to the analysis of ﬁles produced by Curves+
from single structures. In this case, it can be used to plot
the variation of chosen parameters along an oligomer or,
as with trajectories, to look at parameter distributions and
correlations. The use of Canal will be further illustrated in
an article (manuscript in preparation) concerning the ana-
lysis of multiple MD trajectories from the ABC dataset
(40,41). A full user guide for Canal is available at the web
site cited below.
Availability
Curves+ is freely available for download from http://
gbio-pbil.ibcp.fr/Curves_plus. In addition to the Fortran
source code and the base and backbone reference ﬁles,
standard_b.lib and standard_s.lib, Curves+ is accompa-
nied by a user guide, sample analyses, the Canal program
with its own user guide and a utility program, Cdif+,
which calculates the diﬀerence between two structures
using the Curves+ output ﬁles. We are developing a
web-server version of Curves+ which will be available
shortly.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin by discussing the two standard forms of double
helical DNA, the A and B conformations. Table 1, lists
the average helical parameters calculated for two DNA
oligomers belonging to these families: the B-family
‘Drew–Dickerson’ dodecamer, d(CGCGAATTCGCG)
(42) (pdb code 1bna) and the A-family decamer d(ACC
GGCCGGT) (43) (pdb code 1d13). The full Curves+
output is provided in the Supplementary Material. Both
Table 1, panel A (for A-DNA) and Table 1, panel B (for
B-DNA) show a comparison of the average helical param-
eters calculated with Curves+ and with the old Curves
algorithm (Curves version 6.1). It can be seen that the
only signiﬁcant diﬀerence due to the change of base refer-
ence frame involves an increase in Xdisp which is  0.8A ˚
more positive with the Tsukuba frame and an increase
slide which is more positive by  0.4A ˚ (13). (Please refer
to Supplementary Figure S1 for the name and sign
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also leads to small changes in base pair stretch and open-
ing, but these changes have no practical signiﬁcance in
analysing a structure. The Curves+ helical axis calcula-
tion gives an axis which is almost perfectly superposable
with the old program, as we will demonstrate for a more
irregular conformation below.
Overall, the 1bna analysis (Table 1, panel B) shows
the conventional features of B-DNA, with base pairs
perpendicular to the helical axis (Incl, Tip   0), centred
on this axis (Xdisp, Ydisp 0), and more or less planar,
with the exception of propeller twisting (Propel  148).
The rise and twist are 3.4A ˚ and 368 as expected, whether
they are measured from the inter-base pair rotation matrix
(Rise and Twist) or from the translation and rotation with
respect to the helical axis (H-Rise and H-Twist). Lastly,
the groove analysis shows a minor groove that is less than
half the width of the major groove and slightly deeper.
Table 1. Helical, backbone and groove parameters calculated with Curves+ for (panel A) A-DNA and (panel B) B-DNA and (panel C) standard
deviations of helical and groove parameters along the oligomers
Panel A: A-DNA (using PDB ﬁle 1d13)
BP-axis Xdisp Ydisp Incl Tip
A  3.95 0.00 16.8 0.0
Aold  4.71 0.00 16.8 0.0
Intra-BP Shear Stretch Stagger Buckle Propel Opening
A 0.00  0.01 0.04 0.0  15.3 4.2
Aold 0.00 0.03  0.17 0.0  15.3 4.0
Inter-BP Shift Slide Rise Tilt Roll Twist H-Rise H-Twist
A 0.00  1.23 3.26 0.0 8.4 31.7 2.72 33.1
Aold 0.00  1.65 3.37 0.0 8.4 31.7 2.69 33.1
Backbone   gd e z w Pha Amp
A  31.5 157.8 9.2 97.3  157.1  81.3  152.6 16.7 41.3
Grooves Min-W Min-D Maj-W Maj-D
A 9.7 1.4 2.8 9.6
Panel B: B-DNA (using PDB ﬁle 1bna)
BP-axis Xdisp Ydisp Incl Tip
B 0.27 0.11  0.1  1.0
Bold  0.48 0.11  0.1  1.0
Intra-BP Shear Stretch Stagger Buckle Propel Opening
B  0.04  0.17 0.21 0.3  13.7 1.0
Bold  0.04  0.08 0.03 0.3  13.7 0.8
Inter-BP Shift Slide Rise Tilt Roll Twist H-Rise H-Twist
B  0.02 0.14 3.36  0.2  0.3 35.8 3.35 36.0
Bold  0.02  0.33 3.36  0.2  0.3 35.0 3.35 36.0
Backbone   gd e z w Pha Amp
B  73.3 179.7 66.0 121.1 173.7  88.5  122.2 127.3 50.2
Grooves Min-W Min-D Maj-W Maj-D
B 4.2 4.9 10.5 5.4
Panel C: Standard deviations of parameters along the A-DNA (1d13) and B-DNA (1bna) oligomers
BP-axis Xdisp Ydisp Incl Tip
A 0.39 0.62 1.1 5.4
B 0.56 0.23 4.7 3.1
Intra-BP Shear Stretch Stagger Buckle Propel Opening
A 0.18 0.08 0.25 5.3 4.5 4.6
B 0.27 0.08 0.19 5.9 6.9 4.3
Inter-BP Shift Slide Rise Tilt Roll Twist H-Rise H-Twist
A 0.70 0.29 0.09 3.4 0.6 4.9 0.14 4.9
B 0.55 0.43 0.18 2.9 5.9 4.1 0.18 4.1
Grooves Min-W Min-D Maj-W Maj-D
A 0.17 0.20 0.0 0.0
B 1.29 0.30 0.71 0.96
Helical parameters are averages over the oligomers. Backbone parameters refer to G5 in the ﬁrst strand of 1d13 and to A6 in the ﬁrst strand of 1bna.
Groove parameters refer to the level involving the same central base pairs. Aold and Bold refer to an analysis of 1d13 and 1bna respectively using the
old Curves base reference frame. Translational parameters are in A ˚ (shown with two decimal places) and rotational parameters are in degrees (shown
with a single decimal place).
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easily be distinguished from the B conformation with the
bp-axis parameters Xdisp, which shows the base pairs
have moved  4A ˚ towards the minor groove and Incl,
which shows their signiﬁcant inclination (178) with respect
to the helical axis. The inter-base pair parameters also
show characteristics of the A conformation with negative
slide and positive roll angles. Now the base pairs have
moved away from the helical axis, there is a visible diﬀer-
ence in the two ways of measuring rise and twist, with
those based on the inter-bp rotation matrix describing
the local displacement between two successive base pairs
(Rise 3.26A ˚ , Twist 31.78), while using the parameters
related to the overall helical axis describes the translation
and rotation between the base pairs in this global frame
(H-Rise 2.72A ˚ , H-Twist 33.18). As would be expected the
latter parameters are closer to the values associated with
regular (ﬁbre diﬀraction) models of the A-form. The dis-
placement of the base pairs towards the minor groove is
lastly reﬂected in the groove dimensions, with a broad and
shallow minor groove facing a deep and narrow major
groove.
Table 1, panels A and B lastly list the backbone
parameters for representative nucleotides in the centre of
the two oligomers. Note that the sugar puckers in the
Curves+outputaregivenintermsofbothphaseandampli-
tude and of pucker, which, for the nucleotides shown, are,
C30-endo (A-DNA) and C10-exo (B-DNA) respectively.
Although Curves+ lists the helical and backbone
parameters for all base pairs within the oligomers (see
Supplementary Material), it is also sometimes useful to
have a summary of the variability within a given structure.
This can be obtained using Canal which lists the mean,
minimum, maximum and standard deviation of each
parameter. As an example, Table 1, panel C lists the stan-
dard deviations of the parameters shown in Table 1, panels
A and B for the A- and B-oligomers. It is seen that the most
intra-base pair parameters show similar ranges for both
oligomers (which have similar percentages of GC pairs,
70–80%). Other helical parameters show more marked
diﬀerences. For example, A-DNA shows increased ﬂuc-
tuations in Ydisp and roll which could be linked to the
displacement of the base pairs towards the periphery of
the double helix in this conformation. Note that no
ﬂuctuations are shown for the major groove dimensions
in A-DNA simply because measurements can only be
made at the level of the two central base pairs in this
short oligomer, and the dimensions in this region are
constant.
We now turn to a much more irregular structure where
the graphic output available from Curves+ is particularly
useful. We have chosen to analyse the DNA 16-mer
d(CTGCTATAAAAGGCTG) bound to the TATA box-
binding protein (TBP) (44) (pdb code 1cdw). Once again
the full Curves+ analysis is given in the Supplementary
Material. TBP binds to this oligomer at the TATAAAA
sequence on the minor groove side. This forces the minor
groove open and causes the oligomer to bend strongly
away from the protein. The helical axis calculated by
Curves+ gives an overall bend of 748. The base pair-
axis parameters show strong positive base pair inclination
at the protein binding site (up to almost 508) and negative
Xdisp, reﬂecting the fact that the base pairs have been
pulled towards the binding surface of the protein.
Coupled with positive roll and decreased twist, this gives
the protein binding site an A-like character (45). Note that
particularly large roll angles and low twists at T5pA6 and
A11pG12 that reﬂect the partial intercalation of pairs of
phenylalanine side chains (F284/F301 and F193/F210,
respectively) from the protein.
The overall structure of the TBP-bound oligomer is best
seen using the graphic output from Curves+. Figure 2
ﬁrstly shows the strong, and out-of-plane, curvature
resulting from TBP binding. The largest local bends
occur at the phenylalanine intercalation sites. It can be
seen that, despite the new algorithm used to obtain the
overall helical axis, the results of the new and old versions
of Curves are very similar. The impact of TBP binding is
shown in Figure 3, which illustrates the dramatic opening
of the minor groove and the compression of the
major groove. These images were obtained using VMD
(46) with the PDB format ﬁles output by Curves+:
name_X.pdb which contains a spline interpolation of the
helical axis and name_b.pdb which contains spline inter-
polated phosphodiester backbones and vectors indicating
the grooves widths at base pair and intermediate levels.
Since the helical axis, the backbone splines and the groove
width vectors in the Curves+ ﬁles have diﬀerent residues
Figure 2. The helical axis of the d(CTGCTATAAAAGGCTG) 16-mer bound to TBP calculated with Curves+ (blue) and with Curves 6.0 (red).
The side-on (left) and end-on (right) views illustrate the extent of the bending (and its out-of-plane nature) induced by the minor groove-bound
protein. Despite the new algorithm, the two analyses give virtually identical results.
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respectively), any subset of this data can be selectively
coloured and/or displayed, in combination with standard
molecular representations, to help clarify the analysis of a
nucleic acid structure. The groove dimensions can be
represented more quantitatively by plotting width varia-
tions along an oligomer, as shown in Figure 4. In the
centre of the TBP-binding site, the minor groove has a
width of more than 12A ˚ and a negative depth of  1 !
 2A ˚ (indicating a convex surface with base pairs that
protrude beyond the phosphodiester backbones). In con-
trast, the major groove at the same location has a width of
only 3A ˚ and a depth of 10 ! 11A ˚ .
We remark that for all the structures we have
tested, diﬀerences between Curves+ and 3DNA are now
very small, as concerns the intra- and inter-base pair
parameters. Observed diﬀerences are of the order of
0.1A ˚ for translational parameters and 28 angular param-
eters. There are more signiﬁcant diﬀerences for base pair-
axis parameters, notably with irregular structures such as
the TBP-bound oligomer, but this is to be expected since
3DNA calculates these parameters using a vector which
approximates a local helical axis (47).
We now consider the use of Canal, a companion pro-
gram to Curves+, which serves to summarise Curves+
data and also to prepare ﬁles for generating graphical
output. Canal reads an unformatted ﬁle output by
Curves+ containing all the helical and backbone param-
eters from either a single structure or the snapshots
generated from a molecular dynamics trajectory. With a
single structure, Canal can calculate the minimum, max-
imum, mean and standard deviation of every parameter
and create ﬁles containing the values of each parameter
along the structure which can be used for plotting (see, for
example, the groove widths shown in Figure 4). When
used with data from multiple snapshots, Canal can ana-
lyse an entire structure or search for a chosen base
sequence. In either case, data from many oligomers can
be analysed together, provided they have the same lengths.
We remark that Canal uses only single-pass algorithms
so that results can be accumulated for very large numbers
of snapshots without requiring large matrices for storage.
It has already been tested on the latest version of the ABC
database using a total of almost 10
8 snapshots.
In addition to the printed data, Canal can provide time
series and histograms for all variables. We illustrate this
using the analysis of a 50ns molecular dynamics trajectory
of the B-DNA 18-mer d(GCCGCGCGCGCGCGCGGC),
which belongs to the latest ABC dataset (40,41) presently
being analysed. This trajectory consists of 50000 snap-
shots (one every ps) stored in 1ns blocks. Each block of
data was analysed with Curves+ and the corresponding
output ﬁles were concatenated for use in Canal. As an
example of the subsequent analysis, we will look at the
twist of the central step C9pG10. Canal gives 308 as the
mean value of this parameter and indicates a standard
deviation of 88, with minimal and maximal values of 38
and 548, respectively. These numbers are a good guide to
the overall ﬂexibility of this parameter (and of its occa-
sional excursions to very extreme values), but they do not
indicate its distribution. This data can be obtained graph-
ically as shown in Figure 5 which contains the 50ns
time series of the CpG twist and provides clear evidence
for bistable behaviour. This is further quantiﬁed in the
histogram obtained from Canal and shown in the lower
part of the same ﬁgure. The histogram actually corre-
sponds to CpG twists coming from the four most central
steps of the oligomer (shown in bold above, and totalling
20 000 data points), each belonging to a GCGC tetranu-
cleotide. This information was obtained with a single
query to Canal, asking for sequences corresponding to
Figure 3. Comparison of the d(CTGCTATAAAAGGCTG) 16-mer in
B-DNA (left) and TBP-bound (right) conformations. The backbone
spline curves are shown in red, while the vectors deﬁning the minor
and major groove widths are shown in purple and orange respectively.
The helical axis is shown in blue.
Figure 4. The variation of the minor (solid line) and major (dotted line)
groove widths (A ˚ ) along the d(CTGCTATAAAAGGCTG) TBP-bound
oligomer (with the protein in positions 5–11). The arrows show the
corresponding minor and major groove widths in a canonical B-DNA
oligomer and emphasize the localized inversion in groove dimensions
induced by protein binding.
5926 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 17GCGC, and setting limits to avoid analysing the four base
pairs at each end of the oligomer.
The last example, in Figure 6, shows a two-dimensional
time series corresponding to the time evolution (on the
vertical axis) of the axis bends (on the horizontal axis) at
all dinucleotide steps along an 89bp DNA minicircle. This
single plot gives a good idea of the overall geometry of the
minicircle during a 2ns molecular dynamics trajectory.
It clearly shows two regions of more severe bending at
base pair positions around 30 and 80, which roughly
face one another across the minicircle. It also shows that
the bend around position 80 is stronger and more localised
than that at 30, although there are periods (around 0.6ns
and after 1.8ns) when this bend becomes less severe.
CONCLUSIONS
Since the ﬁrst version of Curves was produced, some 20
years ago, the variety and the number of available nucleic
acid structures have grown enormously. These changes,
and the accumulated comments of Curves users, have
encouraged us to take a new look at how to make con-
formational analysis as easy and as informative as possi-
ble. The resulting approach, termed Curves+, has been
presented in this article, both from an algorithmic and a
practical viewpoint.
Curves+ can be used to analyse the helical and back-
bone conformations of a wide variety of nucleic acid struc-
tures with up to four strands and with eventual chemical
modiﬁcations of the bases or the backbones, arbitrary
symmetry repeats and optional ring closure for analysing
minicircles. It is algorithmically simpler than earlier ver-
sions of Curves, while being both faster and more general.
It adopts the generally accepted reference frame for
nucleic acid bases and no longer shows any signiﬁcant
diﬀerence with analysis programs such as 3DNA for
intra- or inter-base pair parameters. Importantly,
Curves+ avoids confusion between so-called local and
global helical parameters, although, in common with ear-
lier versions, it continues to calculate a well-deﬁned helical
axis (which may be straight or curved) and which serves
to quantify bending or local kinking.
Curves+ has also been extended in several signiﬁcant
ways, most importantly, by giving the user more control
over the parameters to be calculated, by providing contin-
uous measurements of groove width and depth and
by being able to directly analyse molecular dynamics tra-
jectories. In conjunction with the companion program
Canal, it can analyse parameter ﬂuctuations and correla-
tions along a structure, or over time, generating ﬁles for
graphical output of a variety of spatial or time series and
histograms. The corresponding software, including the
source code, is freely available and will shortly be acces-
sible via a web server.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
Figure 5. Time series of the C9pG10 twist from a 50ns molecular
dynamics simulation of d(GCCGCGCGCGCGCGCGGC) in explicit
water (A) and a histogram of the twist ﬂuctuations derived from
the four most central CpG steps of the same oligomer during the tra-
jectory (B).
Figure 6. Fluctuations of axis bend for all dinucleotide steps in an
89-bp minicircle during a 2ns segment of a molecular dynamics trajec-
tory. The base pair positions are given on the horizontal axis and time
(ps) increases along the vertical axis. The colour bar shows the varia-
tions in bend from 08 (dark blue) to 118 (dark red).
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